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Embedded Linux: Hardware, Software, and InterfacingAddison Wesley, 2002
Embedded Linux covers the development and implementation of interfacing applications on an embedded Linux platform. It includes a comprehensive discussion of platform selection, crosscompilation, kernel compilation, root filesystem creation, booting, remote debugging, real-world interfacing, application control, data...
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Gaussian Harmonic Analysis (Springer Monographs in Mathematics)Springer, 2019

	
		
			Authored by a ranking authority in Gaussian harmonic analysis, this book embodies a state-of-the-art entrée at the intersection of two important fields of research: harmonic analysis and  probability. The book is intended for a very diverse audience, from graduate students all the way to researchers working in a...
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The Customer Management Scorecard: Managing CRM for ProfitKogan Page, 2002
The Customer Management Scorecard is based on a unique global survey conducted by QCi that aimed to reveal the true relationship between effective customer management and business performance. Over 300 global assessments of blue chip companies in 22 countries, across all sectors, were conducted using QCi’s Customer Management...
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The Project Manager's Toolkit (Computer Weekly Professional)Butterworth-Heinemann, 2001
'The Project Manager's Toolkit' provides a quick reference checklist approach to drive an IT development project as well as solve issues that arise in the process. It can be used proactively to set a project on the right course and reactively for solutions to problems.

  It will:

* help identify what needs doing next on an IT...
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Pro iOS Continuous IntegrationApress, 2014

	Pro iOS Continuous Integration teaches you how to utilize the strengths of continuous integration in your everyday work. CI is more popular now than ever, as iOS developers realize how time-consuming building and deploying an application for testing purposes and quality assurance can be. This book shows you how to make your...
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Social Networking for Business: Choosing the Right Tools and Resources to Fit Your NeedsPrentice Hall, 2010

	The First Best-Practice Guide to Executing Any Type of Social Computing Project


	 


	Organizations today aren’t just participating in social networking, collaborative computing, and online communities--they are depending on those communities to...
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Strategic Employee Communication: Building a Culture of EngagementPalgrave Macmillan, 2018

	
		Employee engagement (or a lack thereof) can often be linked to poor communication and a detachment from company goals. Companies of all sizes are looking for ways to boost communication, recognizing its impact on key business outcomes, such as productivity and profitability.

	
		This book offers fresh insights about...
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The Six Sigma Project Planner : A Step-by-Step Guide to Leading a Six Sigma Project Through DMAICMcGraw-Hill, 2003
Meet your Six Sigma project goals--on time and on budget

Six Sigma demands results. These results are delivered by projects that are tightly linked to customer demands and enterprise strategy. If you're leading a Six Sigma initiative in your organization, this hands-on guide is designed to help you achieve these...
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RFID Explained (Synthesis Lectures on Mobile and Pervasive Computing)Morgan and Claypool Publishers, 2006
This lecture provides an introduction to Radio Frequency Identification (RFID), a technology enabling automatic identification of objects at a distance without requiring line-of-sight. Electronic tagging can be divided into technologies that have a power source (active tags), and those that are powered by the tag interrogation signal (passive...
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APIs: A Strategy GuideO'Reilly, 2011

	
	
		APIs are a big deal and they are getting bigger. Pioneering companies such as Google,
	
		Facebook, Apple, and Twitter have exposed amazing technological solutions to the
	
		public, transforming existing businesses and creating new industries. Central to these
	
		companies’ successes are the APIs that link people and...
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Pro JavaScript Performance: Monitoring and VisualizationApress, 2012

	Performance is a hugely important area of web development. If your site runs slowly, users are going to leave, and the problem only grows as your site gets more popular. Pro JavaScript Performance gives you the tools you need to keep your sites smooth and responsive no matter how many users you have.

	

	Best...
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Inequality and Uncertainty: Current Challenges for CitiesPalgrave Macmillan, 2019

	
		It is not possible to ignore the fact that cities are not only moving, vibrant and flourishing spaces, promising hope for better quality of life, but that they also accumulate and reflect significant problems. This book explores the relational and dynamic nature of urban inequalities, including their visible and invisible forms. By...
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